
Ignore the three columns to the far right as they contain 
eliminated false positives.

Focus on the three columns to the far left. These are your true 
readings.

Green indicates a balanced reading, blue is low, and red is high. 
The only exception is in the amino acids section. These rows contain 

are analyzed and evaluated by “patterns” and “trends” as seen 
throughout the report and summarized accordingly.

No testing instrument is ever 100% accurate, including pregnancy and 
blood tests. With that in mind, our Practitioner is looking for patterns 
that leave clues of dysfunction (metabolic, toxicity, digestive, stress, 

Your scan is complete with red, green and blue dot indicators in each 
column corresponding to what was tested. Please note the following on 
how to read your report.
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TOP THREE AREAS OF CONCERN & WELLNESS PROTOCOLS

WELLNESS PROTOCOL DOSAGE DURATION

ONE

DIETARY RECOMMENDATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION & ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

WELLNESS PROTOCOL DOSAGE DURATION

TWO

DIETARY RECOMMENDATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION & ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

IMPORTANT: These products have been chosen for their quality and potency, specific to your needs. Please do not substitute with other brands or 
similar appearing products. 



WELLNESS PROTOCOL DOSAGE DURATION

THREE

DIETARY RECOMMENDATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION & ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Imbalances in the body can be corrected by simple lifestyle changes in the four 
foundational areas of a nutrient-dense diet, regular movement and stretching, proper 
supplementation, and stress reduction. To purchase recommended products visit our 
online store. Please log into your accout to access and purchase recomended products. 

IMPORTANT: These products have been chosen for their quality and potency, specific to your needs. Please do not substitute with other brands or 
similar appearing products. 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS



Then we mop up the mess (detoxification), and finally, decorate the house by 
improving systems within the body for maximum benefit and performance. 
Most want to decorate the house first because that’s the fun part. We want more 
energy, less belly fat, better cognitive function, less brain fog, and a stronger sex 
drive. These things will improve naturally when we stop the rain, repair the roof, 
and clean up the residual imbalances. 

AT COR WELLNESS OUR HEALTH PRACTITIONERS AND STAFF ARE NOT MEDICAL DOCTORS. OUR SERVICES, PRODUCTS AND 
OUR WEBSITE DO NOT PROVIDE OR OFFER, AND ARE NOT A REPLACEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL EVALUATION, ADVICE, 
DIAGNOSIS OR TREATMENT.

YOUR HEALTH JOURNEY

Picture your health journey as if it were a house taking on rain, with leaks in the 
roof. First, we stop the rain by elemenating toxins and lifestyle choices that are 
detrimental to our overall health. Then we repair the roof, because you can’t fix 
the roof while it’s still raining.


	Comments  12: Avoid sushi and rare meat. Filter drinking/cooking water. 
	Comments  15: Activated Charcoal is highly porous and can absorb unwanted substances, carrying them out of the digestive system.
	Comments  17: Eat a diet high in Omega3 fats, medium protein, and low carbohydrate to reduce insulin resistance.
	Comments  32: StressRX is a unique and proprietary blend of the adaptogenic herbs Ashwaghanda, Rhodiola, and Cordyceps, this amazing product strengthens immune function, reduces cortisol and other stress hormones, improves learning, memory, and reaction time, stabilizes blood sugar, helps lower bad cholesterol, and enhances sexual potency for both men and women.Berberine supports healthy blood sugar metabolism and insulin metabolism, metabolic function, cardiovascular function, and fat metabolism. It regulates glycation in the body.
	Comments  34: Avoid alcohol at this time until the liver is clear.
	Comments  43: Hevert Detox LiverHomeopathic medicine for the temporary relief of liver and gallbladder driven symptoms of indigestion, such as bloating, pressure and pain in upper abdomen, constipation.Hevert Detox LymphHomeopathic medicine for the temporary relief of discomfort associated with lymphatic swelling and edema.
	Comments  44: What damages the liver? Viruses, Parasites, Plastics, and heavy metals. For additional information, read "Liver Rescue" by Anthony William.
	Dropdown dosage 1a: [2 Pills 2X Daily]
	Comments  11: ParasideX: Twice daily between meals. 14 days on/5 days off. Repeat.
	Dropdown dosage 1b: [1 Pill 1X Daily]
	Comments  13: Activated Charcoal: 1 pill NOT WITH ANY OTHER PILLS
	Dropdown dosage 1c: [Choose One]
	Comments  14: 
	Dropdown duration 1c: [Choose One]
	Dropdown duration 1b: [60 Days]
	Dropdown duration 1a: [60 Days]
	Dropdown dosage 2a: [1 Pill 2X Daily]
	Comments  16: StressRX: 1 pill 2X daily to reduce stress hormones & build resilience
	Dropdown dosage 2b: [2 Pills 3X Daily]
	Comments  18: Berberine: To balance blood sugar and reduce insulin resistance
	Dropdown dosage 2c: [Choose One]
	Comments  19: 
	Dropdown duration 2c: [Choose One]
	Dropdown duration 2b: [6-9 Months]
	Dropdown duration 2a: [Ongoing]
	Comments  33: Hevert Detox Liver: 20 drops in water 3X daily
	Dropdown dosage 3a: [Choose One]
	Dropdown duration 3c: [Choose One]
	Comments  37: Hevert Detox Lymph: 20 drops in water 3X daily
	Comments  40: 
	Dropdown dosage 3b: [Choose One]
	Dropdown dosage 3c: [Choose One]
	Dropdown duration 3b: [60 Days]
	Dropdown duration 3a: [60 Days]
	Dropdown 1b: [Elevated Stress Hormones/Insulin Resistance]
	Dropdown 1a: [Parasites]
	Dropdown 1c: [Liver]
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